
MODEL PAPER -15

1. Tick the correct sentence
1) I have been toGoa recently 3) I have gone  to Goa last week
2) I have gone to Goa last week                4)I have been to Goa last Sunday

2. Yesterday  I was late  to the bus station. I ……….waited  for a long time. 
1) could 2)used to 3) had to 4) cant

3. Raghunath studied in ……………open university.
1) A 2) an 3) the 4) No article.

4. …... Living Stone was …………….. great explorer.
1) A, A 2)The, a 3)No article, A 4) No article, the

5. John said “ I am busy now “  (Change into I.D.S)
1) John said that John was busy 3)  John said that I was busy then
2) John told that he was busy then 4)  John said that he was busy then

6. He asked her whether she liked grapes? (Change into.D.S)
1) He said to her “Did you like grapes? “
2) He said to her “Do she likes grapes? “
3) He said to her “Does she like grapes? “
4) He said to her “Do you like grapes? “

7. The children have eaten all the cakes  (Change into.P.V)
1) All the cakes had been eaten by the children
2) All the cakes has been eaten by the children
3) All the cakes had been eaten by the children
4) All the cakes have been eaten by the children

8. The mad dog bit the beggar.   (Change into.P.V)
1) The beggar is bitten by the mad dog.
2) The beggar has bitten by the mad dog.
3) The beggar was bit by the mad dog.
4) The beggar was bitten by the mad dog.

9. which of the following subscription is correct.
1) Your’s  Lovingly , 3) Your’s  lovingly ,
2) Yours  Lovingly , 4)  Yours  lovingly ,

10. Which of the following correct
1) No.13 Banjara Hills, 2) No13 Banjara Hills, 3) 13,  Banjara Hills, 4) 13 banjara hills.
11. Who will ……… the baby girl while her mother is in hospital

1) Look after 2) look at 3)look in to 4) look through
12. choose the correct spelling

1) vacum 2) vacum 3)vacuum 4) vacume
13. identify the silent letters in the word “ sigh “

1) s 2) i 3) g 4) gh
14. venkateshwar oreder …………………..coffee 
1) for 2)  to 3)in 4) no preposition
15. she listend to his speech …………..radio.( fill in the blank with apprropriate prepositions)

1) on 2) from 3) in 4) to
16. The hide can lift heavy objects. The under lined word is a………………..?

1) Noun 2)verb 3)preposition 4) adverb
17. I scarcely passed 10th class.

1) noun 2)adjective 3)verb 4) adverb
18. One word is spelt wrongly. Identify the wrongly spelt word.

1) picture 2)nature 3)mixture 4) tresure
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19. The pacific is a deeper than any  other ocean ( to superlative degree)
1) The pacific is one of the deepest ocean 3) The pacific is deeper ocean
2) The pacific is the deepest ocean 4) The pacific is more deep ocean.

20. iron is not as heavy as lead ( to comparative degree )
1) Lead is the heaviest. 3) iron is heavier than lead
2) Lead is as heavy as iron 4) lead is heavier than iron

21. /d3 n k /
1) chunk 2)junk 3) chalk 4)young

22. /r u : m ae t I k /
1) rumor 2) romantic 3) rheumatic 4) remaining

23. Your friend congratulated you on getting state rank in Group-I what would you in replay
1) It’s nice of you 3) I am happy
2) It’s very kind of you 4) thank you very much

24. Your son has been doing well in competitive examinations. What would you say to him
1) i am happy 2)all that 3)thank you 4) keep it up

25. After the minister left, the meeting ended……………………
1) quietly 2) quickly 3) abruptly 4)speedily

26. Venkat Rao lost his memory. He is………………..
1) amnesiac 2) cripple 3) paralytic 4)spastic

27. Medley  ( synonym )
1) combination 2) mixture 3)illusion 4)stereotyped 

28. choose the word opposite in meaning to the under lined word fill in the blank
Jasmine has a slender figure, while bland ford is ……………..
1) brave 2) frail 3)healthy 4)stout

29. They had better surrender to the police………………?
1) hadn’t they? 2) didn’t they 3) had they 4) don’t they?

30. Rama Rao used to swim twenty miles,…………………….? 
1) doesn’t he? 2) Did he 3) didn’t he? 4) don’t he?

31. Unless you go out, I will kick you ( change in to simple)
1) If you do not out, I will kick you 3)in case of not going out, I will kick you
2) Go out other wise, I will kick you 4)in case did not going out, I will kick you.

32. She went to Delhi to attending a meeting ( change in to compound)
1) She went to Delhi as she wanted to attend a meeting.
2) She went to Delhi because she want to attend a meeting.
3) She wanted to attend a meeting and so he went to Delhi.
4) She went to Delhi so that he might attend a meeting

33. Sudha described the Europe tour as hectic.   ( what does the under lined word mean) 
1) slow 2)very busy 3)leisurely 4)dull

Passage

There are some men who seem to be, always on the look out for trouble and to tell the truth, they are seldom 
disappointed. Listening to such men one would think that his world is one of the stormiest and most disagreeable 
places. Yet, after all it is not such a bad place and the difficulty is often in the man who is too thin-skinned. On the 
other hand, the man who goes about expecting people to be like him self, kind and brotherly, will be surprised at 
the kindness he meets even in the most unlikely quarters. A smile is apt to be met with a responsive smile while 
the sneer is just as apt to provoke a snarl. Men living in the same neighborhood may live vastly different lives. But 
it is not the neighborhood which is quarrelsome, but the man within us. And we have it in our power to change our 
neighborhood in to a pleasant one by simply changing our own ways.
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34.“ ……………they are seldom disappointed”. The statement denotes that such men
1)Do not have to face any trouble
2)welcome difficulties as a morale booster  
3) generally do not fall to come across troubles
4) manage to keep unruffled in the face of discomfort

35.The author’s own view of the world is that it is 
1)An unpleasant and turbulent place
2)one of the loveliest and quietest place
3) one’s own excessive sensititivity that makes it a bad place
4) sordid place for those who suffer in life

36. “On the other hand…..unlikely quarters”. The statement shows that people’s reaction to our attitude is
1)Often adverse 3) mainly favorable
2)Generally indifferent 4) surprisingly responsive

37.which of the following iss opposite in meaning to the expression ‘think-skinned’ in the passage
1)awkward 3)obstinate
2)insensitive 4)intelligent

38.the passage is about 
1)The world and what one makes of it 3)a kindly and pleasant world
2)Our disagreeable and hostile world 4)our indifferent and unresponsive world

39.what punctuation is to be used in mentionoing time in number
1)Comma 2) full stop                   3) colon 4) semicolon

40.choose the correct sentence
1)Alas! He is dead
2)Alas  He is dead
3)Alas , He is dead
4)Alas He is dead!

Key

1) 1 2)    3 3)   2 4) 3 5)   4 6) 4

7) 4 8) 4 9) 4 10) 4  11) 1 12) 3

13) 4 14) 4 15) 1 16) 2 17) 4 18) 4

19) 2 20) 4 21) 2 22) 3 23) 4 24) 4

25) 3 26) 1     27) 2 28) 4 29) 1 30) 3

31) 3 32) 3 33) 2 34) 3 35) 3 36) 4

37) 2 38) 1 39) 2                 40) 1
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1. Tick the correct sentence


1) I have been toGoa recently 

3) I have gone  to Goa last week


2) I have gone to Goa last week
               4)I have been to Goa last Sunday


2. Yesterday  I was late  to the bus station. I ……….waited  for a long time. 

1) could

2)used to
3) had to

4) cant

3. Raghunath studied in ……………open university.

1) A

2) an

3) the 

4) No article.


4. …... Living Stone was …………….. great explorer.

1)  A, A

2)The, a

3)No article, A

4) No article, the


5. John said “ I am busy now “  (Change into I.D.S)

1) John said that John was busy

3)  John said that I was busy then


2) John told that he was busy then

4)  John said that he was busy then


6. He asked her whether she liked grapes? (Change into.D.S)

1) He said to her “Did you like grapes? “


2) He said to her “Do she likes grapes? “


3) He said to her “Does she like grapes? “


4) He said to her “Do you like grapes? “


7. The children have eaten all the cakes  (Change into.P.V)

1) All the cakes had been eaten by the children


2) All the cakes has been eaten by the children


3) All the cakes had been eaten by the children


4) All the cakes have been eaten by the children


8. The mad dog bit the beggar.   (Change into.P.V)

1) The beggar is bitten by the mad dog.


2) The beggar has bitten by the mad dog.


3) The beggar was bit by the mad dog.


4) The beggar was bitten by the mad dog.


9. which of the following subscription is correct.

1) Your’s  Lovingly ,


3) Your’s  lovingly ,


2) Yours  Lovingly ,


4)  Yours  lovingly ,


10. Which of the following correct


1) No.13 Banjara Hills, 2) No13 Banjara Hills,
3) 13,  Banjara Hills,
4) 13 banjara hills.


11. Who will ……… the baby girl while her mother is in hospital


1) Look after
2) look at

3)look in to
4) look through


12. choose the correct spelling

1) vacum

2) vacum
3)vacuum


4) vacume


13. identify the silent letters in the word “ sigh “

1) s

2) i
3) g


4) gh


14. venkateshwar oreder …………………..coffee 

1) for

2)  to 

3)in
4) no preposition


15. she listend to his speech …………..radio.( fill in the blank with apprropriate prepositions)

1) on 

2) from

3) in

4) to


16. The hide can lift heavy objects. The under lined word is a………………..?


1) Noun
2)verb

3)preposition

4) adverb


17. I scarcely passed 10th class.


1) noun
2)adjective

3)verb

4) adverb


18. One word is spelt wrongly. Identify the wrongly spelt word.


1) picture

2)nature

3)mixture
4) tresure


19. The pacific is a deeper than any  other ocean ( to superlative degree)


1) The pacific is one of the deepest ocean
3) The pacific is deeper ocean


2) The pacific is the deepest ocean

4) The pacific is more deep ocean.


20. iron is not as heavy as lead ( to comparative degree )

1) Lead is the heaviest.

3) iron is heavier than lead


2) Lead is as heavy as iron

4) lead is heavier than iron


21. /d3  n k /


1) chunk

2)junk

3) chalk

4)young


22. /r u : m ae t I k /


1) rumor

2) romantic

3) rheumatic

4) remaining


23. Your friend congratulated you on getting state rank in Group-I what would you in replay


1) It’s nice of you


3) I am happy


2) It’s very kind of you

4) thank you very much


24. Your son has been doing well in competitive examinations. What would you say to him


1) i am happy

2)all that
3)thank you
4) keep it up


25. After the minister left, the meeting ended……………………

1) quietly

2) quickly
3) abruptly
4)speedily


26. Venkat Rao lost his memory. He is………………..


1) amnesiac

2) cripple
3) paralytic
4)spastic


27. Medley  ( synonym )


1) combination
2) mixture

3)illusion

4)stereotyped 


28. choose the word opposite in meaning to the under lined word fill in the blank


Jasmine has a slender figure, while bland ford is ……………..


1) brave

2) frail

3)healthy 

4)stout


29. They had better surrender to the police………………?


1) hadn’t they?
2) didn’t they

3) had they
4) don’t they?


30. Rama Rao used to swim twenty miles,…………………….? 


1) doesn’t he?

2) Did he 

3) didn’t he?

4) don’t he?


31. Unless you go out, I will kick you ( change in to simple)


1) If you do not out, I will kick you
3)in case of not going out, I will kick you


2) Go out other wise, I will kick you 
4)in case did not going out, I will kick you.


32. She went to Delhi to attending a meeting ( change in to compound)


1) She went to Delhi as she wanted to attend a meeting.


2) She went to Delhi because she want to attend a meeting.


3) She wanted to attend a meeting and so he went to Delhi.


4) She went to Delhi so that he might attend a meeting

33. Sudha described the Europe tour as hectic.   ( what does the under lined word mean) 


1) slow

2)very busy

3)leisurely


4)dull


Passage



There are some men who seem to be, always on the look out for trouble and to tell the truth, they are seldom disappointed. Listening to such men one would think that his world is one of the stormiest and most disagreeable places. Yet, after all it is not such a bad place and the difficulty is often in the man who is too thin-skinned. On the other hand, the man who goes about expecting people to be like him self, kind and brotherly, will be surprised at the kindness he meets even in the most unlikely quarters. A smile is apt to be met with a responsive smile while the sneer is just as apt to provoke a snarl. Men living in the same neighborhood may live vastly different lives. But it is not the neighborhood which is quarrelsome, but the man within us. And we have it in our power to change our neighborhood in to a pleasant one by simply changing our own ways.


34.“ ……………they are seldom disappointed”. The statement denotes that such men


1)Do not have to face any trouble



2)welcome difficulties as a morale booster  


3) generally do not fall to come across troubles


4) manage to keep unruffled in the face of discomfort


35.The author’s own view of the world is that it is 


1)An unpleasant and turbulent place



2)one of the loveliest and quietest place



3) one’s own excessive sensititivity that makes it a bad place


4) sordid place for those who suffer in life



36. “On the other hand…..unlikely quarters”. The statement shows that people’s reaction to our attitude is


1)Often adverse

3) mainly favorable


2)Generally indifferent

4) surprisingly responsive


37.which of the following iss opposite in meaning to the expression ‘think-skinned’ in the passage

1)awkward

3)obstinate


2)insensitive

4)intelligent


38.the passage is about 

1)The world and what one makes of it
3)a kindly and pleasant world


2)Our disagreeable and hostile world 
4)our indifferent and unresponsive world

39.what punctuation is to be used in mentionoing time in number

1)Comma
2) full stop
                  3) colon
4) semicolon 


40.choose the correct sentence

1)Alas! He is dead


2)Alas  He is dead


3)Alas , He is dead


4)Alas He is dead!

Key



 1) 1

2)    3

3)   2

 4) 3

5)   4

 6) 4




7) 4

8) 4

9) 4

10) 4  

11) 1

12) 3




13) 4

14) 4

15) 1

16) 2

17) 4

18) 4




19) 2

20) 4

21) 2

22) 3

23) 4

24) 4




25) 3

26) 1     
27) 2

28) 4

29) 1

30) 3




31) 3

32) 3

33) 2

34) 3

35) 3

36) 4




37) 2

38) 1

39) 2                 40) 1




